
B I N G O
Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Mother
Teresa

reference

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

FREE SPACE

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Childhood
anecdote

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Inspirational
quotation

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison
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B I N G O

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Childhood
anecdote

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Harrington
cheering
section

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

FREE SPACE
Reference to

any U.S.
president

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Priest sighting

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Jesus
reference

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

Mother
Teresa

reference
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Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

FREE SPACE

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Sports
analogy

Harrington
cheering
section

Nun sighting

New
Testament

Bible
reference

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma
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Nun sighting

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Reference to
any Portland

landmark
FREE SPACE

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Inspirational
quotation

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes
Sports

analogy

Mother
Teresa

reference

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship
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"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Nun sighting

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Harrington
cheering
section

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

FREE SPACE

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

Childhood
anecdote

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Reference to
any Portland

landmark
Crying baby

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Mother
Teresa

reference

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Sports
analogy
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B I N G O
Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

FREE SPACE

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Childhood
anecdote

Jesus
reference

Priest sighting
"When I sat

down to write
this speech .

. ."

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage
Nun sighting

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Harrington
cheering
section
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Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Childhood
anecdote

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Sports
analogy

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Jesus
reference

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

FREE SPACE
Harrington
cheering
section

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Inspirational
quotation

Crying baby

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear
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Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Nun sighting

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Childhood
anecdote

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Jesus
reference

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage
FREE SPACE Crying baby

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"
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A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Harrington
cheering
section

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Reference to
any U.S.
president

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Mother
Teresa

reference

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Crying baby

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

FREE SPACE

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Childhood
anecdote

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Inspirational
quotation

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Nun sighting

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")
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A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Jesus
reference

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

FREE SPACE

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Priest sighting

Crying baby

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")
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Nun sighting
Inspirational

quotation
Sports

analogy

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Priest sighting
FREE SPACE

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Harrington
cheering
section

Mother
Teresa

reference

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma
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B I N G O
Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Mother
Teresa

reference

Inspirational
quotation

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

A professor's
stole is hot

pink
FREE SPACE

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Beach ball
during hat

toss
Nun sighting

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Jesus
reference

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes
Crying baby
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B I N G O
Someone

trips going up
to receive

their diploma

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

FREE SPACE

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Sports
analogy

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Priest sighting

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Childhood
anecdote

Harrington
cheering
section

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe
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Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Beach ball
during hat

toss

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Reference to
any U.S.
president

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

FREE SPACE
The

tassel-flipper
is a girl

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Childhood
anecdote

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Inspirational
quotation

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Harrington
cheering
section
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Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Reference to
any U.S.
president

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl
Nun sighting

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Harrington
cheering
section

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

FREE SPACE

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Crying baby

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Inspirational
quotation

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Childhood
anecdote

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe
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B I N G O

Harrington
cheering
section

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

New
Testament

Bible
reference

Sports
analogy

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage
FREE SPACE

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Childhood
anecdote

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Nun sighting
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Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Childhood
anecdote

Crying baby

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

FREE SPACE
Beach ball
during hat

toss

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Sports
analogy

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

New
Testament

Bible
reference

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy
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Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Childhood
anecdote

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Sports
analogy

Beach ball
during hat

toss

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

FREE SPACE

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

New
Testament

Bible
reference

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Nun sighting

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Harrington
cheering
section

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship
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Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

New
Testament

Bible
reference

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Reference to
any U.S.
president

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage
FREE SPACE Nun sighting

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Crying baby
Mother
Teresa

reference

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

The words
"Future,"

"Potential" or
"Grow"

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Harrington
cheering
section

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear
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Priest sighting

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Mother
Teresa

reference

Sports
analogy

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

Harrington
cheering
section

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Beach ball
during hat

toss
FREE SPACE

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Crying baby
Reference to

any U.S.
president

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Inspirational
quotation

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

A professor's
stole is hot

pink
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Choir sings

cheesy song
about

memories or
friendship

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Mother
Teresa

reference

Priest sighting
Harrington
cheering
section

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

New
Testament

Bible
reference

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Reference to
any U.S.
president

FREE SPACE
Childhood
anecdote

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Inspirational
quotation
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New
Testament

Bible
reference

Crying baby

More than
five girls with

the middle
name "Marie"

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at

Harrington
cheering
section

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

FREE SPACE

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

Inspirational
quotation

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Someone is
wearing a lei

over their
robe

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Jesus
reference

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."
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Mother
Teresa

reference

Someone
trips going up

to receive
their diploma

Priest sighting
Gratuitous
standing
ovation

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Childhood
anecdote

Someone has
a cheering

section
louder than
the Willetts

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Girl graduate
is wearing

hooker shoes

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage
FREE SPACE

"Shuriken Hat
Toss" (throwing
mortarboards
at each other
as weapons)

Reference to
any U.S.
president

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Jesus
reference

Old
Testament

Bible
reference

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

Reference to
Robert Frost's

"The Road
Not Taken"

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear
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Reference to
any U.S.
president

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Personal
anecdote

about
overcoming

hardship

Someone in
your line of

vision is
wearing Ducks

or Beavers
gear

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Beach ball
during hat

toss

Someone's
hat falls off

onstage
Crying baby

Jesus
reference

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

New
Testament

Bible
reference

FREE SPACE
Gratuitous
standing
ovation

Choir sings
cheesy song

about
memories or

friendship

Tearjerker
story about
animals or
children

Someone
does not

understand
how

microphones
work

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

Someone
conferring
diplomas

awkwardly
mispronounces
an ethnic name

A professor's
stole is hot

pink

Inspirational
quotation

The child you
are there to

see gets their
diploma

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

The
tassel-flipper

is a girl

Inside joke
only the

graduates
laugh at
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Someone's
hat falls off

onstage

Airhorn or
cowbell
during

conferral of
diplomas

"When I sat
down to write
this speech .

. ."

Beach ball
during hat

toss

"By now, you
should have

learned that .
. ."

Somebody
mentions a

Central
Catholic alum

by name

Somebody
hugs the
person

handing out
diplomas

Reference to
any Portland

landmark

Gratuitous
standing
ovation

New
Testament

Bible
reference

"Webster's
Dictionary

defines _____
as . . ."

Story that
makes you

feel lazy and
unaccomplish

ed by
comparison

FREE SPACE
Harrington
cheering
section

Nun sighting

Reference to
Monsignor

Murphy

Reference to
any U.S.
president

A girl cries
when

receiving her
diploma

Childhood
anecdote

Somebody
hoots an

obnoxious
male

nickname(AKA
"WOOOOOO

BIG D!")

More than 5
faculty sitting

onstage

The child you
are there to

see gets their
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Personal
anecdote

about
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Bible
reference
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